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2023年哈三中⾼三学年
第五次⾼考模拟考试 英语 答案

听⼒ 1-5BBBCA 6-10ACBCA 11-15BABBC 16-20CCACA
阅读理解 21-23ACA 24-27CCDD 28-31DBCA 32-35BDCB 36-40 FDEGC
完型填空 41-45BCADB 46-50CDABB 51-55DACBA
语法填空

56. refers 57. interestingly 58. a 59. fascinating 60. made
61. Living 62. are allowed 63. which 64. to 65. curiosity
写作
第⼀节 参考范⽂

The Fruit of Labor Is the Sweetest
It’s well known that Chinese people attach great importance to labor, for it not only

creates a better environment for us to live in but also advocates the spirit of diligence. As for
me, there are various kinds of labour tasks to do, such as helping clean the house, washing
dishes after dinner and sweeping floor. Doing all these chores helps me learn to be more
independent and responsible, thus making me feel a sense of achievement.

All in all, labour can do good to students both mentally and physically. Let’s take action
right now!
第⼆节 读后续写
参考范⽂ 1

But his glasses came off when he fell in the water. A frown stood up as he silently took
off his wet clothes. Joel made an attempt to search for the lost glasses, but undoubtedly failed.
While Harry applied medicine to Father’s wound, he noticed his father make the bandage a
mess due to the loss of glasses. An uncontrollable sense of fear surged through him that without
glasses, Father probably couldn’t lead them back home. “If only Joel hadn’t thrown a stick at
me!” Harry mumbled. “I swear that’s not true!” Joel screamed. They appeared on the verge of
losing their temper.

“Just calm down,” Mr. Taylor shouted, “without my glasses, we need to work
together to find our way.” The two boys were totally at a loss at first. Taking a deep breath,
Mr. Taylor patiently instructed them to recognize marks on the compass and the map. He also
encouraged the two boys to cooperate and apply what they had learnt before to deal with the
situation. What happened next was pure magic—Joel managed to use the compass as he related
it to what he had read from books before. And Harry found himself capable of identifying their
direction and which way to follow just as he had learnt in the club. The two boys ceased fire
and joint hands, which made their father happy and satisfied. Spotting the way home, they
hugged tightly, realizing that only cooperation and mutual understanding can overcome
difficulties.
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参考范⽂ 2
But his glasses came off when he fell in the water. Panic started to set in. How would he

be able to navigate through the wilderness without his glasses? He had always relied on them to
read maps and to see clearly in the distance. A frown stood up as he silently took off his wet
clothes. The two boys were at a loss as well. Joel made an attempt to search for the lost glasses,
but undoubtedly failed. At the same time, Harry applied medicine to Father’s wound with the
bandage prepared beforehand. An uncontrollable sense of fear surged through them three that
they would get lost. “If only Joel hadn’t thrown a stick at me!” Harry mumbled. “I swear that’s
not true!” Joel screamed. They were both on the verge of losing their temper.

“Just calm down,” Mr. Taylor shouted, “without my glasses, we need to work
together to find our way.” Harry and Joel exchanged a look. They had never seen their father
being so furious. But they also knew that they had to step up and help him in any way they
could. “Let me see the map, Dad,” Harry said, taking the plastic-wrapped paper from his
father’s backpack. Joel took out the compass and tried to orientate the map. While Under
Father’s guidance, they examined the twists and turns of the hiking trail. It was hard work, but
the three of them managed to figure out their location and the direction they needed to go. After
a few wrong turns and some backtracking, they finally made it back to their starting point.
Exhausted, they were also proud of themselves for working together to overcome the obstacle.
As they packed up to leave, Mr. Taylor turned to his sons and smiled. “It wasn’t the hike I had
imagined, but it was definitely an unforgettable experience. And it’s all thanks to you two.”


